KIT HIRE FORM
Please complete and hand or send to the Equipment Officer.
Note that you need to collect your kit from the pool on the Wednesday before you need it at the
latest and return it the Wed after use in good condition with full cylinder if hired.
Name:

Qualification:
(student, OD, SD, DL or AD)

Collection date:

Mask
Snorkel
Fins
BCD
Regs
Cylinder
Full Kit
(√ what you require)
Price:

£

Paid:

Deposit

£

Paid:

PTO for details of prices and conditions of hire

KIT HIRE PRICES
Note this does not apply to pool sessions when kit may be borrowed at no charge, other than
normal pool fees.
Full kit: (BCD, regs, cylinder, mask, snorkel, fins)
Ocean Diver student (not yet qualified): Free
Qualified Ocean Diver: £10.00
Qualified Sport Diver: £20.00
Qualified Diver Leader and above: £30.00
Individual items (including cylinders) for all qualified divers: £5.00
Hire is for the period of a dive trip e.g. a day at Capernwray, a 2 day trip with the RHIB or
even a longer single trip... but once you come home, kit must be returned to Nick McCard our
Equipment Officer.
If you need Club kit, you need to contact Nick in good time and arrange to collect it on the
Wednesday before the trip.
All kit will be tested and serviced by the Club when appropriate.
Hirers must return it in the condition they take it out.
Cylinders will normally be empty when given out but the deal is that they are returned full, so
the cost to qualified divers will be the hire charge plus the cost of the fill and to unqualified
students, the cost of a fill.
Club kit does not include dry suits. Some members may, at their own discretion, be prepared
to lend dry suits to students until they are able to get their own.

